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IrTRODUCTION
This comoilation is the first attempt to present in abstract
form a complete record of the .productive scholarship of graduate
students of this college since, the first advanced degree was
granted in the year 1932.
These•studies were submitted to fulfill, in part, the requiremerits for degrees of Master of Arts. Every effort has been made
to make this compilation complete.
Any statements made in giving suTrnarixed accounts of certain
of these theses contents is in no way to be taken as an indication
of the merits of the theses.
The purpose of this compilation has been to put the complete
works of those Master of Arts graduates into one bound volume in
a summarized form. These srrnarized statements are sometimes
extractions from the prefaces, introductions, or conclusions of
the theses. They are in most instances quotations of purpose or
conclusion. Only a few are summarzed completely by annotated
statements of the problem involved.
There were several students who had completed a major part
of the requirements for the Master of krts decree in 1936 when
the conferring of the degree was interrupted. These students were
allowed to take the necessary c'
..edit to co=lete their requirements
at the University of Kentucky. The theses are designated by use of
an asterisk before the writer's nae.
The classification of theses is an hOnest attempt to put them
into groups that will be easily recognized by students.
The abstracts are divided into eleven major groups according to

Page iii
subject and content. Each group is tabulated separately and
arranged alphabetically accordin

to these classifications.

This su-r-ary of the theses of this college prior to 1946
-should be of material assistance to graduate students in
colleges
of education, who are seeking desirable projects fcr
investigaticm.
While most of the studies are related, in part, to Kentucky
-,

schools the results should also be of interest to students of

1

education in other states who .are investigating or who are
planning to investigate similar problems. The summar7 may be used
to facilitate the location of materials under any one of these
classifications,
.
. _
Bound copies of these studies are available with exceptions

;

at Western Kentucky State Teachers .Co1le7e library. The except
ions
the titles of theses written by Roy B. .1:awk and

J.Fare

U;ton

-

•
The two theses were not available during the time of this
1 .7,
compilation.
The unclassified theses are listed as such chiefly becaus
e
:

they had few direct educational implications. The unclas
sified
_work.is_on special problems related chiefly to_the_field
of

I - biology.
The two tables present the frequency of Lasters/ theses
by classes cf tonics and the nunber of theses by year
from 1932
-; V/
throur'
1 194C. Table I shows the history and biography to be the
leading topic. Table II shows the peak year to be 1936 and
the
by; year to be 1949.

TABLE I
FREQUENCY OF MASTERS' TEESLS BY CLASSES OF TOPICS

_

---

Immi•

I. Contributions to Education

7

- II. Public School Administration

16

_
• III. Boards and Superintendents

4

IV. Teachers; Training and Professional Status

14
,

-V. Secondary Education
.

7
_
8

,-'_ VI. Elementary Education

,
. VII. Special Subjects of Curriculum

12

"VIII. Special-Methods of Instruction

13

D. Vocational and Manual Training

9

,
X. History and Biography

30
_

--XI. Unclassified

---

-

120---1

,
I

TABLE

II

FREQUEITCY OF THESES BY YEAR FRO? 1932 THROUGH 1945
..
f1932

12

1933

19

1934

22

1935

17

1936

44

*1936

Completed at the University of Kentucky

1942
1043
,
1944

1945

4,

4k M~.

• •

It•-•4.-•

•
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I
I

CONTRI3UTIOES TO EDUCATION

CUM:INS, KSY R.

1933

The Attitude of the Presidents of the U.S.A. toward Educa
tion
as Revealed in Their Yessas7es to Congres7.

66

This thesis treats the addresses of presidents in an
abstract manner to obtain only the actual references
to education made by our presidents in their messages to Congr
ess.
The facts are of historical value and the collection
of
data gives the views of our presidents on educa
tion since the
first inauguration of a chief execuyive.
PAGE, AUGUSTA ALVIN

1934

Benjamin Orr Peers; Educator.

66 P

"This writer believes that future histories of education.
should and will give to 'enjamin Orr Peers a place among
the
"great pioneers of American education. The honor is
rightfully
his, and it is the duty of Kentucky to demand that such
recognition be accorded this her worthy son."
* McAL7ST77R,

E.

7.

1936

A Study of the Attitudes and Contributions of Orzan
ized Labor
to Education Prior to"1 860:

-

This writer presents ths contributions of organized

1107 P
I

•labor to the establishment of free public schoo
ls. It covers
the attitudes of the labor policy makers towar
d public ed.'ucsion.
The main purpose of the thesis is to show that labor
pressure
would not be den'ed after the

possessed the power of the ballot.

VANCE, LULA DICKEY
1933
The Development of
Education in 5owlin
7 Green, Kentuc7.
GI P
This study traces
the development of
education from the
time Bowling Green
was established un
til the present ti
me.
The schools are
direussed starting
with Warren Seminary
as the first known
school in. Bowling
Green. Chapter II di
scusses
fourteen later sc
hools. The last two
chanters discuss pu
blic
schools andpresent
day schools.
WINSTEAD, RACAL
TRUEMAN
1936
An Interpretive St
udy of Some -Kentuck
y Eiolo7ists.
43 P
"This study was un
dertaken with the
Idea of bringing
together informatio
n concerning some
of the most importan
t
Kentuckians who ha
ve made contributi
ons to the biologic
al
sciences. In order
that we may better
under stand and
appreciate the work
done by these men,
it was thought best
to give a brief
discussion of the ma
jor peroids in the hi
story
of biological de
velopment. An attemp
t will be made to inte
rpret.
the contributions
of the men discusse
d according to the
peroid in
which they lived.
Only a sufficient nu
mber of men are discus
sed
in each epoch to
give a correct -clot
ure of the trends of
that
- period."
McNALLY, MRS. CARL
P.
1944
Kentucky Educatio
n in 7ewspapers 17
67-1?-77.
43 P
"The purnose of th
is investigation wa
s to make a study
of the beginnin
gsof education In
Kentucky, using ac th
e main
source of materi
al the old newsPaPe
rs in our'Tentuciry Libr
ary;
, and covering the
period extending fr
om early pioneer days
,
through early st
atellood, to the time
when public educatio
n
for the masses
was ertab'ish€:Ii.
It no time In our rt
atrzl
,t.r.

history has educat
ion been more cl
osely associated
with the
.peo-ole themselves
than during this
period under st
udy."

R=LITso::, Lka=

Kentucky Schools
in Fiction.

1944

86 P
"There have been
many reports made
on -education in
Kentucky
since it became a
state, but these
factual reports ar
e onedimensional. They
present the known,
concrete facts, bu
t do
not give the true
picture any more
than flat drawin
gs of a
landscape is a tr
ue picture of the
beauty of the land
scape
itself. In this st
udy of Kentucky
fiction I have trie
d to present
the scene in pers
pective, to give
it color, and to
add the
foruth dimension
of human charar
ter."
This study is pr
esented in five
chapters, Pionee
r Schools
1776-1808, Semina
ries and Academie
s, The Public Sc
hools, Oneroom Rural Scho
ols, and 1,:ountain
Schools.

3
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II PUBLIC SCHOU, AD=ISMATION
111.DD27.7

Ertl:1

1933

A Study of the Public School System of Todd County.

-48 P

This thesis is a study of the schools of Todd county and
the basis upon which the consolidation program was recommended.
It surveys the enrollment, the attendance, the teacher qualifications, the transportation, and the distribution of the Pupils
and one-room schools.
HOWARD,. JOSEPH 0.

1933

/Chat Is the Ability and E.ffort or Washinrton Count7 to Finance
Its Educational Pror:ran.

82 P

"The problem is to determine the ability and effort made
by Washington county to finance its educational program, to
analyze the present prorram, and to offer an educational prram based on its abil 4 ty."
FT

ROBERTSO,

1933

A Comparative Study of the Ablit

and Effort of 1:c0rae:en

Count' and Paducah, to Supoort their Educational Prozrams.
70?
This

is a comparison cf the city schoc7 system of

Paducah and that of rceracl:en county.

The unit cost is

compared on classroom instruction, transportation, and superision
salaries of teachers.

are compared on length of term and
The teachers qualifications and the

holding power of the schools were compared.
tWO:DERKH, P. T.

193'

The D-awsn7 and 1=cid'r.fr Porer of ti7e Oh!.° County Ei-h Schools.
34 P
The problem in this thesis presents the attendance In

•

5
the Ohio county scho
ol system and its
relation to the ho
lding
power of the school
s. The effects of
publicity on the at
tendance
and the holding powe
r of the school ar
e discussed. The
types of
truants and causes
of non-attendance
are presented In th
is study.
TAYLOR, HOWARD GOOD
WIN
1934
Trends of Municipa
l Ext,enditures in
Second Class Cities
of
Kentucky from 1926
-'33.
42 P
A study of the fina
ncial problems an
d trends in expend
itures in second cl
ass city government
in Kentucky.
WALTERS, R. A.
1934

Education in Clair
County.

43 P
This thesis is a
survey of Clay co
unty schools. The
main
purpose is the pr
esentation of the
facts of one of th
e poorer
counties of the st
ate in a manner th
at will lend itself
to
comparison with ot
her county systems.
BREEDINa, S. A.
1935
Efficiencr of Cons
olidated tchools.
36 P
A comparison of th
e consolidated sc
hool product with
the
rural one-room te
acher tyne punil fo
r pur-7ores of meas
uring
the efficiency
of the consolidated
schools.
GIBSON, RAYMOND
C.
'1936
Reorzenization of
Yea:le Zountr's Sc
hools.
P
raps
Tables

"The nurnose of th
is thesis is to he
lp trric abo,lt a mo
re
economical organiza
tion of the school
s of :7-ade county
.
"The data used in th
is stuy were sele
cted from the faes
in the office of
the superintendent
of Ifeade cont:-'s
schools.

6
=he 2-ecord books of the teuchers from 1931 to 1936 were used
tm-deter=lning the average daily attendance in the elementary
sc±:ools for this period.

This material together with the

f4n5-nciL1 records of the superintendent made possible the
cd.11.e=tion_of data on the cost per pupil in average daily
attemidance.
__

The high school principals furnished data con-

cel-nirz the enrollment in their schools, and they helped to
work oct the map of the county showing the sections from which
the

school children are attending.

The very efficient .

reds kept by the attendance officer were used in making
the com-aerisons of, children attending high school and those
belanging.n
PSAASaN,IALaZ=E:T

1936

Absence, Its Causes, as Faan:1 in A Studs- of the City Sdaccls
of al1c=4 2 Mississin7i.

41 P
_ Tables

'
11-te data presentedin this study prove,t that there is a
great-deal of time and money wasted because of pupils irre:7u1ar
attendance -at school.'
The principletheme of this -thesis takes up-themajor
deuse7cf" absence and its - effects on .the onerationofan erIbiCietyt school system.
REYNOLDS, THOYAS SHELDC::
ichocl !nnansportation in '

1936
. 70
Tables

te first part of thLs stl:dy the writer has tried. to

OWN/.

7
show the need for greater attention to the transportation
problem in Kentucky.

The cost analysis approach is the main

theme followed in presenting the facts and figures on
school
transportation in Kentucky.
D0DSC:7, -JAMS MARVIN

1943

L Proposed School System for fart County Kentucky.

32 P
Man

Summary and Conclusions
"In summarizing the findings of this study and arriving
at the conclusions one glaring weakness in the county
school
system in Kentucky stands out, that of the 75 cent tax
limit.
There is no reason what so ever that the citizens of Horse
**tire are allowed to pay up to C1.50 property tax while those
of the surrounding rural communities are permitted to pay
only 75 cents.
"It was shown that if the property in Hart Countylad
been listed anywhere near its rtue and the county had been
permitte:1 to go to a 0..00 tax limit they could have nut
the plan into operation.
"One of two things must'happen for most -of the counties
in Kentucky to have a good school system.

They must either

have a hi;her tan rate or more State and Federal aid."
WILKEY, =BERT W.

1943

An Imnrored Prorram for the Eoualization of Educat;onal Opportun•t

In Kentc-.

64 P
Tables

This study is based on data obtained from the adnin12.trators or Kentucky school systems as they operate under the

8

present equalization law.
This writer concludes that the 1941 enactment by amendment to the Kentucky constitution is not sufficient and reco=mends that nev. leislation be passed with more attertion
being paid to equal tax levy and teacher t,
'ainin: as well as
the length of tern and attendance.
Some very good tables on county tax assessments and
rates in use in Yentucy counties are presented in this stud
y.
c=LaT, MHS.

J':11S

1944

The First Fifty- ':ears of Scho
ol Le -islation in Kentuck-.7. 61 P
Part I
introduction

Part II

'The purpose of this study has
been two fold.

First, it

has been the purpose of the
writer to make just such a compilation of the laws that have
made our school system what
it Is today.
"We have the school laws, yes,
as they are found in the
constitution of the state and the
Session Acts; but no where
do we have a sinrae volu
me dealln,- In its entirety w'th the
lawo - er!,a -Lnin- only to the
school. Tn the second .7lace,
this sL-dy should serve
as an introductien to further research
in this field."
CI:107Z, C0177TO:

,
f
L.'•

The Develo=ent and Crowth
of Corm-nit- School
Count.

1045
or Yonkin-4
63 P

Summary and Conclusions
117,
.

problem that was undertaken was to show
the In-

9
fluence of the community
school idea to the schools
ofBapkins
County.
"Social life is better,. mor
e homes are painted and bea
utified.
Eore community pride is sho
wn. School houses and ground
s are
better preserved and have
more inviting surroundinrs
.
"Since teachers, patrons,
and children alike have bee
n
greatly benefited by the
closer cooperation of all con
cerned,
it would be unwise not to
continue the program in the
county.
Eowever, another survey
is suggested as a measureme
nt of progress under this plan."
FORT:273RRY, TE0.7.7LS V.

1945
A Pro7ram of Improvement
for Union County KentuckY Sch
ools.
103 P
The problem presented in
a program of improvement for
Union county schools deals
primarily with future school
buildings. The problem is thr
eefold.
1.

The location of future sch
ool buildings must be determined in the light of pop
ulation trends and economic dev
elopments.
2.

The size el' the buildin7s
must be determined.
3. A Plan to finance the
program must be developed.
Chapter five on financing
the improvement program is
the
main contribution made In
presenting this problem.
Many exam71)les of condit
ions are sighted and compar
isons
offered with accompanyin7
illustrations given throu7i1
out this
discussion of the problem
of
improvement.
HUBER, EARL B.
1945
A Stud,
* of the Public Serlool
Systerl of Yelsr,n Ccurt.

@O.

37 P

10
Introduction
"The main consideration of this problem is to determine
how - Nelson county, as a unit, can best provide educational
opportunity for the 3,436 boys and girls who are, or should
be, enrolled in the elementary and secondary schools located
within the county.

The specific aims of the study are four

as follows:
"1.-

To survey the three types of schools renresented in

Nelson county:

the one-room-rural school, the central or

consolidated schools, and the school of the independent district of Bardstown.
"2.

To compare teacher qualifications and teacher results

in the three types of schools.
"3.

To form a basis for recommendinrz the needed number

of hiRh schools and elementary schools.
"4.

TO male 7eneral regonnendations on the results of

data obtained."

III

II

SUPERIITTE7D2:72 A7D SCHOOL BOAR
DS

VcCOY, G. R.

•

1933
Activities of Count,, School Sup
erintendents in 7entucky.
23 P
The data gathered and treated in
this study shows the
activities of county school sup
erintendents. It shows the
kinds of activities that are tim
e consuming. The more desirable
are discussed and listed in this
study. The entire group listed
is discussed as a minimized act
ivity or as an emphasized activity.
STM=S011, ROBERT E.
1934
The Status of the City Superinte
ndents of Schools in
Kentuch7.
77 P
This thesis presents the status
of the city schools
superintendents in Kentucky, as to
their pay, tenure of office,
qualifications, size of fanily, len
gth of time s.
-Dent in executing
the functions of the office, and
the functions in whith the
superintendents most frequently
participate.
DL??, JAYLS W.

1936
The Status of the County Sut,
erinten::ent of Schools in Kentue:y.
64 P
Tables
This study of count; schools' supe
rintendents is a state
wide survey of the status of the
superintendents as to their
age, salary, qualifications, tenu
re of office., and the powers
and 'duties most often delegate
by the boards of education.
IT. B.
1936
Ir171:cat4 onc of Scl-lo 7
Ha71d-17.:%:* for
CCO1Eoarl

52 P

isoofk-

This thesis is a
cwi1ation of ru
les and rcrulation
s
in the form of a
hand-book for sc
hool members. Th
ese rules
and regulations
are stated in th
e 1an:7uase of the
averase
lay board member.
They cover the
business principles
of school
manazemcnt, the
character of the
desll'able type boar
c: member,
and the performa
nce of thlties in
executinp7 school
policies.

12

13
IV

TEACEERS; TRAINING AD PROFESSIONAL. STATUS

ASEBEY, JAMES LINDSEY

'1932

Statgs of Certificates Issued and Employment of Certificate
:Holders at Western Kentucky State Teachers 3ollege.

40 P

This problem is a study of teacher certification and the
ensuing work that they may be called upon to do out in the
school systems where the emnloyment is based on the supply
and demand.
This study deals with the sunply of teachers holding
college certificates from this college only.
Tables are shown on the different types discussed and
percentages worked out on the several types of certificate
holders.
PATTC:7, rARcp r.

_

1933

The Traininr, of High School Teachers in Kentucky from W.K.T.C.
in Relation to the Subjects They Teach.

24 P

Summary and Conclusions
In the final analysis and conclusion we find that a
cooperative organization formed by the agencies for training,
selection, certifyng, anpointIng, and assigning the teachers
is very necessary to professionalize and systematize the teaching
profession, both for the sake of the teacher andthe child.
"Included among these agencies are the teacher-training
institutions, the liberal arts colleges, the princir.als, superintendents, the board members, and ether authorities influential
in the above functions.-It is necessary

only that they

cooperate but that they standardize the teachinc' trofessIcr.

,
.pos
sible way.”
eve
ry
IA
SSZARPiciELS

1,1

Ck7OL-7; (TODD)

f2,1
,111_'.7 of the C:rades of the Western Kentucky State
Teachers
Durinc the Years 1929-1 3

193-'31, and 1931- 1 ,72.
Preface

-The.present investization attempts
to shed some 1ht
apAthe-.status of rrsdin: students in the
W. K. S. 7. C.
A.plan is suggested for v4eizhing the grades ass
igned by
Individual -instructors and departments.
The use of such a
plan by admInstrators and instructors should
tend toward a
more uniform rating of students.
"This is a statistical study made fro
m available records.
WILLIS, KRS. 1.;. E.
1934
A Teacher Retire7nent System for Ken
tucky.
37 P
Maps
Preface

•?

Tables

This thesis is undertaken with the
intention of studkIng
the state-wide teacher retlremen
t systeTs in operation in the
'United States and its territ
ories; also, to present a plan of
retirement that will help to sol
ve the needs of-the teachers
of. Eentucky.
*plan is included as worked out
by the writer of this
thesis.. It is based upon the
findin,rs of the investioations
cf- _retirement plans
in actual operation in other states
:
BUIRXES -ORM DUNN

1935
tnalis of Errors I.7ac2e by
717 Collere Students in Arithmetic.
•

•••

45?
-410.1:1.Thip thesis is an analYs
is of the errors made 137 717

15
Yi-Colleg.e students in arithmeti
c and is discussed in fou
r chapters,
;as follows;
- I' Historical back7round
for the study of errors
in arith4Metic.
II

Setup of the study.

- --III -Analysis of errors
made by 717 college stu
dents in
-arithmetic.
1.

Studies for the low gro
up.

2.

Studies for the total gro
up.

3. -Comparative study -for
lowand high groups.
4. --Comparison of 717
college students with a sim
ilar
group of 425 students in
results made on an achiev
ement test
in arithmetic.
IV

Summary, conclusions, and
Recommendations.
. 4-130E-m!P, WALTER FLOWER
S
1935
-.:Predictive Value of
KatriculatIon Examin
ations.
22 P
This study is practical
evidence that testin pro
grams
should not nut all the
ir es in one basket.
It decidely shows
'7that any testing progra
m of measurement of pup
ils by matriculation examinations sho
uld include a battery of
tests with both
-departmental test and
psycholocrical test being
used.
The writer says, one of
the 7reatest mistakes in
present
-day testing is that
too -..reat accuracy is
ex7pectcd.
GEMaE R.
1935
:- -Psvcholocrical Tests and Col
lece Successes.
Introduction and Summar
y
----- The -Purpose- of thi
s study is to determine
the predictive
-values of the ps7cholo;
zical examination when app
,
lied to cohere

16

grades, with the motive of establishing standards
by which
students may be guided in their selection of college
work.
" The correlation between the intelligence quotient and
the
average grades was fourld to be 28.

This is considered a low

correlation, thus it is the conclusion of the writer that
intelligence quotient as found by the Terman psycholo7ical
test
is not a good predictive factor of a student's success in the
four year college course."
MORRIS, ORBIE M.

1935

A Uomparison of Teachers Marks in One-room And Two-room
Schools
with those in the Seventh and Ei7hth Grades
in Larrer Schools.
27 P
s;.1,7.m.Ary
" This study investi,zates one of our most pressi
ng problems
and its findin7.s are aptly stated in the many stated
short
comings of the rural teachers when compared to the
larFer
school employee.
" Two main ar7uments f

this rural teacher is that her

tenure on the job is only temporary if she is
a success, and
that hr public has been subjected to this
back-seat state of
affairs for such a lonr- ti!-e that she is not. condem
ned, no
matter how poor she is, at te start.

In any case the

is the forgotten indiviaual.n
ASEBF.X, ROBERT r.ky_Tc.i.
-a.

1936

The Status of -Land-w-!:::-.

and the Q;_7alifict1ons

of Ter.cers c.4"

Ser-r,ndi- r3r

Schools of Zentl,c7.

51 P

Lonclusicns and Recommendations
There is a need

iT:7 Z

1.--,structIcn. In
••••

*of

hand-writinr:, in high schools for
tws reas::ns.
continued practice with care±111 gui
dance i
ing children to learn to master a divice
of thour7ht.

17
First, because

necessary in help-

for easy recordin7

Second, because many who enter
hi;_711 scho 1 have

not been adequately trained to meet
the demands made upon them
in these 7rades and those made upon
them in life.
"For all the teachers colleges
of Kentucky it is recommended that courses in the methods of
teaching hand-writinr: be offered so that teachers may not
only learn how to teach the
subject but become better writer
s themselves. Teachers in
training should be required to
take a diagnostic hand-writin,,17
test and recommendatIons should
be made to those who really
need training in both skill and
methods."
BECK, BESSIE
1936
A St,,d -rr of Yaiors and rinors in
Vp'estern Kentucky State Tea'ehers
33 P
Tables
Introduction
This study has grown out of the des
ire of the writers to
'•render some service to prospe
ctive high-shhool teachers In their
1-selection of majors nLd teachi
ns combinations, and to be of
:aid to the teacher-traininr7 ins
titutions of the state, especiall
y
to Western Kentucky State
'eachers Colle.se in directing prospective teac'.ers to Pursue cou
rses that will fit them for the
'-.teaching demands of the hig
h schools."
.CORrETTE, L3S. YAEY
A Fol2ov:-up of the St-

i:TT

l42

of the Four-'-ear Teacer Trainincr

graduates of the Powlinz Green Coll
er'e of 'Commerce.

1:,7-'41.

18
32P
Conclusions and Recommendaticns

Tables

The purpose of this investication wf!s to secure information which would present a picture of the activities and
experiences of the four-year teacher-training graduates of the.
Bowling Green College of Commerce for the five-year period 1937-'41,
and especially of those actiVities and -exneriences, which would
indicate how effective their training at the college of commerce
has been:
" From such a picture it was hoped that the co1le7e of co7merce
might recognize an

chanes of emphasis needed in the prepara-

tion of its commercial teachers.
"Detailed recommendations and conclusions are listedJi
CRAIG - LS. W. 3.

1936

An Attempt to Determine Whv Teachers Fail.

69 P
Tables .

"The purpose of this study is to determine why teachers
fail.

Some of the reasons listed as occuring most frequently

in questionaires sent to superintendents were; "Not enough
training-" as number one.

"Weak in te,chinz technique" as

number two, and as the third -nost frequent listed -annears the
term "Unprofessional".
and all together

Poor discipline makes up the fourth

represent fifty per pent of the reasons for

ratiqgteachers unsuccessful by sunerintendentsP
HARRISON, NETTIE

1936

The Fea 4 nt7 1.!-'1..7 of Colle7e StlIffnts.

36 P
Tables

Conclusions

19
"There is

A

wide range in the reading ability
of colleJe

students.
"The chance for failure in college
is very much r-reater
for poor -readers.
"Reading ability is a linitin7 fabt
or in scholastic achievement as measured by grades made in coll
ege courses and by
scores made on standard achievement
tests. Since it was found
that many of the students in the low
er deciles in both reading
ability and intellic-ence hold
their grades up to a fairly good
average, the writer is of the cyoi
nion that
students in this school who are lim
ited in readir..7 ability
and intellirIence work had to make
their grades and that they
are 7iven a fair chance to succeed
through individual help
from their instructors."
PETERSON,

AUEY EORD

En-lish Ea;crs or 7.estern Kentucv
State Teachers L,cslle -e 1234-'3.5.
39 P
Tables
This study is a treatment of what
Enlish majors nhoul
take as minors ad

hy.

This is brought out In the statisti
cs which show that 85
percent of the English n:f,crs beco
me high school teachers.
Also facts were revealed that showed
the students oftt.n
choose majors and minors unwisely
and should be ruided in
makin: their choice. These sane
-)eoole -ive a.-a-.1ce unwisely
to their high school up1s cn
ma,;r:r and nirer cor:rinat'Lons
for En-lish majors.

2.o
V

SECONDARY EDUCATION,
1932

1.711.' Jr !IN
Su'riect Combinations of Kentucky Birth School Teacers.

63 P

Conclusions
"After investiFating conditions existing in the high schools
of Kentucky relative to the numbers of subjects tau7tt torret!-er
with the combinations that are bein

tau-it, the followinr,;

conclusions have been drawn:
"1.

Teacers should be trained for teachin: by teacher-

. training institutions.
1 2.

Teachers should be certificated by the State Department

of Education on presentation of transcri-A from the state
teachers-training institutions.
IV 3.

No teacher shuld be certificated in a subject in:

which he has had less than twelve semester hours.
"4.

Under present conditions, teachers should be prepared

to teach in fo.or fields.
"5.

There should be an harmonious a7reement between boards

of education, administrators, teacher-trainin,- '71stst7.tions,
and the State Deoartment of Education in sett;r7 up pro7rarr.s
for pres.Dective teachers in teac1er-trainin7 institutIons.
" 6.

A vigorous consolidation protTram

Freatly

in reducinc subject combinations tauht.
"7.

The number of combinations coulli be ref.ce materially

if superIntendents, Principals, and school boa—c.:=_ 'renewed the
courses of study set up by the State High School inspector.
" This thesis hss thirty-six talbgs that bear out these

21
conclusions and show many
other interestinr facts abot
subject
Combinations in the hic-11
schools of the stLte, and als
o has
one group of comparisons of
other state's stl:dies of
similar
teacher and subject com
binations in secondary sch
ools."
EIHTIN, MANSFIELD
1932
Is Eir:h School Chemistry A
Preparation for College Che
mistry?
31 P
Conclusions
"This study shows that hi.;
11 school chemistry is a sii -ht
preparation for colle:-ze che
mistry. The analysis shows
that
students_in the lowerquar
tile.are helped more by having
had
high school chemistry tha

n those in the upper quartile,
likewise, students with a low poi
nt average were helped more by
high school chemistry than
those with high point averaE
es.
"The S-mthern Association
- hith school graduates made bet
ter
grades in college chemistry
than do graduates of other A
or
B high schools. The fact
that unaccreditedhigh sch
ool graduates
averaFes were highest can nst
be given much weight, as
only
eithteen cases were repres
ented. A more select croup
going
on to college from unaccr
edited high schools might aoc
cunt
for this fact.
"Pori some reason high school
chemistry is not functioning
as might be exnected. Thi
s may be caze to the fact tha
t it is
not taught In such a way as
to orenare students for co7
leEs
chemistry, or high school and
colle7e cherristry may not be
properly integrated..
.--Recommendations
111. -Definite standards should
be set

11D

for high schoei.

chemistry and
these should
22
be recognized
an
d
de
manded by the
colleges. Th
e co1le7e be
ginning chemis
try course h
c1d be
Integrated wi
th high scho
ol chemistry.
Cone:7es and
Mali schools
should cooper
ate in inte
grating their
courses in ch
emistry.n
2. 3. and
4. can be su
mmed up by sa
ying that furt
study should
her
be made on a
much broader
basis than th
11
is study.
•
A study of th
e preparatio
n of te:Icher
s teaching
high school in
the state shou
ld be made in
order to thro
light on what
w some
is needed in
ft
high school ch
emistry.
NANCE, IDA
B.
Tests and Stud
y Guide

in Literature
for Secondar
y Schools.
Ccnclusions

1932
93 P

1.

There seems to
be a sufficie
nt number of te
sts available for use
with the clas
sic' studied
in school and
fcr the definitely assi
med outside
reading. The
ground is fair
ly well
coered by fa
ctual tests,
any of which
contain items
ing the pupi
f7.1- testls' comprehe
nsion and appr
eciation of th
e selection
read. A wide
ranFe of coll
ateral readin
7 has been pr
for.
ovided
11

2.

There is a sh
ortaae of di
sanostic test
s like the S
ford Test-o
tnf -Comprehensi
on, the LoasaWright Tests
for anpreciation, an
d the 1V-,bott-r
TI
Prabe scales
.
The remainin
c points brin
7 out the need
for 'ore inve
gations to de
stitermine whic
h books yield
;7-neatest prof
it and Pleasure when read
and which ar
e best studie
d intensively.
ETIDS01;, LEON
ARD LEE
Relat!,ye Scho
1933
lastic Sue-e
cs Cc
Students fron
: IIh
Schools of Va
r7inq Sizes.
T)

Summary

23

"All grades were reduced to
the grade point system.
"Cohere .7rw:le points reveal
ed that in scholastic achieveme
nt
the largo high school surpas
sed the small.
"English failures exceed tho
se of mathematics.
",English failures are decide
ly highest in the small sch
ools.
"The per cent of failures
in mathematics compares well wit
h
those reported by the ass
ociation of colleges and second
ary schools
of the southern states.
"There is a slight differ
ence in failures in mathematics
in
favor of the small high sch
ool.
"Only students whose tra
nscripts show high school record
valuation were used in tabula
ting high school results.
"Only two groups of the sma
ll high schools show that half
their
graduates net the minimum
requirement toward graduatio
n.
'
, From this study, it is rea
sonable to conclude that the
high
schools of Kentucky are ren
dering a great service. The
development of secondary education
has been in the directon of
greater
numbers and more effici
ency.
Recommendations
"Each hiFh school should hav
e a reliable data of a pup
ils academic ability and scholasti
c aptitude.
i'Some uniform grading sys
tem, using the same grade poi
nt valuation, that takes care of fai
lures, the sa-e as achieveme
nt should
be adopted.
"Some uniform blank for tra
nscrints should be adopted and
required by the entire educat
ional system within the sta
te.
The making and keeping of records in var
ious schools should

r.
receive more attention in
24
the traininc of princi
pals and teachft
ers.
GLASSOCK, THELEA MAYDEL
L
1936
A Study of the Hirher Educat
ional Career of the Eighth
Grade
Graduates of the Warren
County Schools.

29 P

Conclusions
This study indicates tha
t a large number of boys
and girls
are not attending high sch
ool_and that a_number of tho
se entering high school are eliminate
d before completing four
years
of training. Evidently, the
consideration given to the
problem
of non-attendance in high sch
ool has not been adequate.
Probably basic causes of elimin
ation of Purlils from hig
h schools
could be had through compar
ison of several studies
similar in
purpose to this one. It is
the writers opinion that
the conditions brought out in thi
s study are representati
ve of the
state as a who 7 e."
Recommendations
II

That more time be giveni by
grade teachers in buildi
ng up
the proper attitude of the
pupil toward high school
attendance.
"That a few modernly equipn
ed high schools be maintaire
d.in
a county rather than several
inefficient, seall ones.
"That through adult education
, or some effective means,
parents may be made to realiz
e the necessity of their
children
obtaining a high school edu
cation.
"That complete records be ken
t on file in the county Sup
erintendents office relative
to e 4 ghth 7.rade erduatee who
pttend
high school, who never erter,
mie..0 move from county, and
Who
marr7 or die before their
hiet school course is comple
ted.

25
"That more attention be given by teachers and
administrators
to the causes for non-attendance in hirt schoo
l.
"That other studies similar in purpose to this
study, be
made in other counties in order to determine wheth
er or not
the facts brou7ht out in this study are repre
sentative of the
state.
MARTIN, JAMES R.

1936

A Study of Secondary Education in MUhlenburs7 Count
y.

36 P
Tables

Conclusions
"An intensive study of eight small high schoo
ls of Muhlenburg County, according to standard score cards
, the physical
Plants, and educational equipment, revealed that
they were inadequate with one or two possible exceptions
. The administration,
supervision, teaching staff, and curriculum
, when measured in
the light of best practice as set forth by
school authorities,
were found to be deficient. The preparation
and trainincr, of
teachers for the 7ost part is the only excep
tion.

The per-

pupil costs in some instances were lower than
those in lar:er
vehoOls, but tYey
re naIntained by sacr4 ficinc standards."
Recommendations
- "There should not be over two high schools
located in the
county. One is su:ested. This does not
include Central City
or Greenville. If one is operated, it shoul
d be located on
the hirh ray halfway between Bremen and Dun7c
r. If there is
another, it sh-uld be nt
"Teachers should be naid according to qualificat
icn, train:mg, and experience. Yen with the hirzhest quali
ties of leader-

25
ship should be placed at the head of these schools.
"These schools should be orFanized on the 6-6 plan of organization.
"The -school could easily be orranized under the county unit
system.
The laboratory equipment, library, and other physical mate--sal
should be enriched to meet the needs of the student body.
"No teacher should be allowed to teach in a field that he
has not majored in, and in no subject in which he has fewer
than twelve semester h.o.urs."
1-716

* 1TTITE, EL:ERY H.

2? P

The Value of Ki-h School Physics to the College Student.

a:arts
Conclusions
Is high school physics of enough value to the student to
justify the money that is spent in order that it may be offered
as a part of the curric7alum? ,
"It will be noted that the group with high school physics
stand higher in age retina-, intelligende, and arithmetical
ability and yet made very little more improvement than those
who had
there are

not had high

school physics.

It is belie,yed that

several reasons for this.

"First, there is a h1H11 decree of dirrence between the
physics curriculum in cohere and that offered by the secondary school.
Second, the av€ra-e hir_7h school does not

EE:

facilities

to offer anythin7. better.
"Third, the langua7e use in the colle:e ccurse is abstract

27
theoretical, while that in the secondary school is simpl
e
and easy to understand.
"And last, the mathematics in colleje physics in much
more
difficat than that found in

ith school.

The student must

,11) from hi;11 school physics to colle:e physics
because there
is no intervenin7 step between the two.

Zith these points in

mind the conclusion has been reached that the hipt
school course
must either be ride much more difficult and thus
heln the student in colle7e, or it may be allowed to c:ntinue
alonz its
way and not be exnected to zive any aid to the
collere.
Physics, as tauzht in the present day secondary schoo
ls,
is probably of great value to the student.

La cannot measure

its total value, but we believe that we have measured
it in
so far an the value to coller,e physics st-:dents are conce
rned.
"Physics as tau717:t in the hi7h school at the present time
Is of little or no value as a

r.o17 e7e -renaratorv course."

ELEMENTARY E

VI
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ROBINSON, ED:.ARD SCOTT
Causes

1934

of :.bsences in Rural Schools of Grayson ,County,
Ken-

tucky.

25 P
Summary

"From the data presented in this study itmn
be seen easily
that there is a great waste of time and money becau
se of nonattendance in school on the part of the pupi
l. The four major
causes of absence were illness, work, indiffer
ence and weather.
The four causes represented 85.29 per cent of
all pupil absences.
The other six causes: poverty, roads, habit,
visiting, truancy,
and all others, caused only 14.69 per cent
of pupil absences.
"The data upon Which this study is based
included only the
first eight grades."
Conclusions
"The kinds of roads,

thrift of the people or parents, draw-

ing power of the school, interest of Pare
nts, and quality and
kind of school buildinr:s ha-:e an importan
t bearing upon attenit
dance.
_
Hecommendation
"The teacher should keep her own record
from day to day and
know why pupils are absent:
WILLIS, W. E.

1934

The Relation of Train 4 ng and Exoerience
tc Successes in the
Rural Schools or Eutler 0- 1:nty.

23 P

Summary
The ratinT of teachers is e.Tsential to a
and administrative Tro5_7ram.
desirable.

011060.4.:

Asow • •

rood supervisory

A ratinz scale with few points Is

"It is the purpose of this study to
set up certain points
upon which, not only the rating of the
teachers may be made,
but also .an ins„)e
- ction may be made by suoerinte
ndents and
su-nrvisors.

2?

"The eighty-one cases considere
d are not sufficient to show
definitely that certain rel
ations exist. A study of this kin
d
should be made over a period of
several years duration in order
to determine definitely whi
ch teacher is responsible for cer
tain conditions in a school
. The raw data in some of the
cases
may not.accurately measure
the present teacher. The rating
for the items used in this
study may have been influenced
by
previous teachers, as in the
case of grade distribution and
age grade-progress.
"Superintendents and superv
isors should have a check on
each teacher to determine
what help she has been in making
this school the riTht cla
ssification. Base studies sho
uld be
made of each of the ei7
hty-one cases, diagnostic tests
should
be given to deter:-ine
if these points are
BARXARD, ETEEL MA::.T31;

1936
A Study of the rurserv
Schools Conducted at Western Xen
tuckv.
State Teachers Co7 lere
in 1934 and 1235.
23 P
Illus.
Summary
"Since the data studie
d for this thesis consisted
largely
of the opinions of tho
se enca7ed in the work and
since there
was no e.tte=pt ma:le
to test scientifica1l7 the
effect of the
Jaursery school traininr,
there is little basis for an
accurate
measurement of results.
Fowever, in the opinion of the
writer

30
there is sufficient evidence to warrant some concl.
, :sions regarding -the nursery schools studied.
The children who took the training showed improvemen
t in
physical health at the end of the tralnine, perio
d.
"The nursery school environment provided bette
r opportunities
for social adjustment because the children were
livinj in groups
and their play was supervised.
The establishment of the nursery school routi
ne demonstrates
the ease with which children of pre-school
age may be trained
in the formation of correct habits.
"The main body of this thesis is a fair treat
ment on bow to
set up a nursery school organization:"
BELCEER,

- 1935

Promotion and Non-oromotion in the Louisville Eleme
ntary Sdllools.
123 P
-Sumrary
The problem of promotine pupils has been in exist
ence as
long as there have been schools.

It has received snecial at-

tention since 1904. -however, it has been :nly
since 1920 that
muCh progress has been made 1nthe -ol-ices
of promoting pupil
'
s
This study deals with finding - the cause of diffe
rence in
the promotion rates between the

and 7- -1s, and between

the February_groun and the ,Tune
Many causes and sug7ested remedfres are 11
1sted_.
BRURSON, VIRIT7TA
An Analysis of Bass'? Preners. in 7-er=
in .7 their D1ffic,
.11t1es.

1943
••% •••1

Det7m!n61 P
Tables

Introduction
The purzose of the study Is two fold.
To mal:e a comparative analysis of recently published preprimers from the standpoint of:
A.

Relation ofthe .7ontent-of-the picture.to the-content
of the Printed text.

"2.

B.

Style of writing.

C.

Elements of interest.

D.

Vocabulary burden'.

To evaluate the difficulty and relative merit of the pre-

primers analyzed."
1944
A.Studv of the Effect of Fame Environmeht upon the

Readin7 of
105 ?

Elementary School Children.

Tables
Introduction
The purnose of this study is to determine to -what extent
readin7 ability is related to certain factors in the home enVironment of children.
'"This

's !rotly research dcalinr, with opinions of ed-

ucational men who have made studies on reading problems.This research presents statistics -on two actual cases carT;ied out with a fourth and fifth grade group in Clinton Crammar
-Schpol, Clinton, Tennessee and a third and fourth grage group
in Boone Demonstration School, Boone,gorth, Carolina, durin:! the
-school 7ears 1942-'43

and 1943-'44.

-were studied •ir those four Frades.°
41

1.711., WARY ISLF:ELLE

411.

A total -of 253 cases

32

Yechanical Drill and Yeaninrful Drill in Arithmetic for the
Primary Grades.

22 P
Introduction

"This thesis has been written to emphasize the differences
In the two methods of teaching arithmetic-mechanical drill and
meaningful drill-and attempts to present a psychologically and
theoretically sound proposal for instruction in number skills
in the primary grades of the elementary school."
Chapter three discusses a proposed program for introducing number skills in the primary grades.
NIX, LILLIE

1944

A Study of the Effect of growth in Reading Achievement upon the
Total Personality of the Child.

33 P

Introduction
"The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of
reading achievement as measured by a standardized test of reading, upon the total personality of the Child, as measured by a
standardized test of personality.
"To achieve th4 s result, the investic,ation has been directed
toward answers to the following questions.
" 1.

DO children who make a phenomenal gain in reading achieve-

ment during a certain period of time reflect a feeling of success by a comoarable advancement in Personality?
2.

Do children of above median reabing ability have a hither

ranking in total personality?
rt
•

Is there a e4.rect v.e'aticnship betreen intellizence and

'personality, as there is conceded to be between intelligence
and re36tai2

11 4.

Does the over-ace
child, retarded pe
rhans because of re
adin7
inability or disabi
lity, compare favo
rably in personalit
y with
the under-ace child,
advanced perhaps be
2ase of universa
l
reading ability, an
d with the avera7ecJ7e child, who has
made
normal prorress?"

VII

34

SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM

RAY, ErnARD

1932

Is Formal Grammar I:ecessarv in the Eizh School?

31 P

Conclusions
"Interpretation of the data leads us to believe that there
is a possibility that formal grammar has acted as a selective
agent in the high school.
"There appears to be a definite relationship existing between a high general intelliaence and a hich grade in grammar
and vice -versa.
"Formal high school grammar is a necessary preparation for
college formal grammar."
WELLS, MRS. VARY W.

1932

The Status of Latin in Kentucky.

27 P
Tables

Summary
"Since the days of the Latin grammar schools the teaching
of Latin in secondary schools has chan7ed from a leading to
a secondary place.A 1nowled7e of Latin is no lonFer required
for graduation in most high schools of Kentucky.
"This study finds that a decline in schools that now offer
Latin and a decline in enrollment in the Latin classes of those
schools.

Many rural hir=-h schools consider t're study of agri-

culture and domestic science more suited to the need of their
section than the study 0' Latin."
ELIKG, NATEALI7

3.934

The Status of the State Tchers ColleFe Bands.

46?

•IIII••••••=es

35
Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to.offer a solution to the
fundamental questions asked in the statement of the proldem.
A list of qualifications of the average band director and
a list of the average teachers college band characteristics
as obtained by questionaires sent out to the various band directors at teachers colleges are the -contributing conclusions
of this study.
* FUWJA, W. S.

1935

A Study of Bookkeeping as Taught in.High Schools of Kentucky. 34 F
Tables
Summary,and Conclusions
7 Commercial education is a recent developement of the educational system, and is still in a state of transition.

Re-

cognition of commercial subjects as.a.branch of education has
been tardy.

For many years, it was opposed by educators as

sordid and commercializing and by business men as impractical
A
and ineffect4 ve.
"Public pressure for free commercial education in urban
high schools forced commercial courses into the curricula of
our present-day high school.
"The aims

of bookkeeping courses in secondary schools still

remain in the same status in which they first developed, Narrowly a technical training course.,
GILLESPI:12, VIVLLN .TEFSON

1936

A Stud-" of the Freoveno7 With Vhich Small and •Canitol Letters
are Used.

41.P
Tables

36
Conclusions and Recommendations
"No extravagant claims are made in behalf of this study.
It is not expected to revolutionize the teaching of penmanship.
It is however ex7ected that it will contribute considerably
toward the crEanization and presentation of a more objective
basis than has hitherto existed for the order in which the letters
are presented and also for the selection of drills or exercises
for the purpose of developing these letters.

There is a possi-

bility that the information derived from this study may be
used also to an advantaF,e in the teaching of typerritinF by
working out combinations of its most frequently used letters
that rill help the beginner learn more quickly the skill to
use letter combinations easily and rapidly."
*JACKS3:7,

LorlsE

1936

Analysis of Public School Yusic Curricula of the State Teachers
Colleges in the United States.

40 P

Summary and Findings

Tales

"The purpose of this study is to determine the requirements
cf the teachers training Institutions of the United States
for public sch-::ol music majors.

These requirements are con-

sidered under the heading of music courses, education courses,
and content subjects.
"Le find from this study that there is little uniforn_Ity
in the use of text book prefences.
"It was found that the majority of the colleEes offered
chonss, voice, band, instruments,

cr'rertra.

Tee courses

were required of the public sdhc1D1 music me.lor, however, no
- credit was given."

37

MOTLEY, KATIE BELL

1936

An Anel7sis of the Voc1,arles of Prim
ers.

22 P
XXXV
Tables

As a result of this study the fo11owin
7 summary and conelusions may be drawn.
1.--There is--a wideLvariation as_to_th numb
e
er_Df_different
words that recentlyPublished primers
introduce.

This study

reveals a range of from 206 to 429
different words in the fourteen primersanalyzed.
2.

There is a limited number of words comm
on to all the

primers.

Only 29 were found to be common to all
the pri7ers

analyzed.
5,

On the basis of this analysis two sequ
ences of books

to accompany the Kentucky State adop
ted primer, Ben and Alice
are suzgested. One suitable for the best
pro7ress of slow
learners and another suitable for the
best progress of ra-)1e.
learners.
Primer rating table on page twenty,
Table V.
WILLIAMS, E0M111 N.

1936

Some Common Errors in English 1ade by
Business Colle're Students
in-Daily-Transcril)tion Work.
38 P
Summary, Ccnclus!cns, and Reconrendeti
ons
"The purpose of this study is tc show
particular errors In
-English made by business coller-e stud
ents in daily transcr17:stlon work.
"Errors in punctuation constit-Aed 78.22 per
pert of the
-agcrrate number of errors.

•arar.. • ea .

These far-out nunber a7.1 other

33
types.

As was exPlained in chapter IV, the results shown by

this study are a fairly accurate measure of the ability of the
students use the diffei.ent marks of punctuation.

Wis takes in

the use of the comma were most frequent with hyphen and the
apostrophe, and the period following in the order named:
"
HALL, DOROTEIE

1943

The Development of the Lnclish Curriculum at testern i:entucky
State Teachers ,College.,

37 P
Introduction

The p,.:roose of this study is to trace the development of
the En2.1ish curriculum and its related activities at the Western
Kent'icky State Teachers Collerre.

This development is not the

product of the years 1906-1943 exclusively, during which time
Western Kentucky State Teachers Collee has been a chartered
state institution, because the school that became the Western
Kentucky Normal School in 1906 had been growing for some thirty
years.
From private school to 'teachers colle:r-14 the English curriculum
has developed by phase of development in the same manner as
ft
ot'ner nt:bjects.
ELLSE, JANE
Course of

1944

Study in Advance Typewritinz.

171 P

Introduction
ft

In this study the writer is trying to show that by organizinz the entire years work before the school term be7ins and
addinr to it tErcurtIct the rear, speed and accuracy In t7:ewritinr may be achie-Yed much more thoroughly and effectively.
The co7.plete course of study is included in this study.

39
end It has
"It is made into five units of st-,:d7,

evaluation

exercises for each unit."
1944

rcnBLAYE, KATI=E

167 P

* in ,Beginninp, Shorthand.
A Course of Stud,
Summary

This thesis concerns a course of study for beg-inning shortessential
hand._ It tries to help the tea her to do better the
things she will do anyway.
This study includes the shorthand that is presented and
taught in first year shorthand in high school.

This is usually

:enth grade.
taught in the ele,
ahapter two discusses introduction to the course of study.
ahapter three includes the development of six units in beginning shorthand.
ahapter four presents a means of evaluating the ccurse of
study.
LIVELY, VRSLLOZIs71.-RommsqN

1945

The Ycquffev Readers.
-• -

95 P
Illus.

This study is an attemot to point out the good and had
points of the L:eGuffey Headers and in doing so it gives a fairly
complete and authentic account of the rise and fall of this
reeder as cne of out -,-cst w1de17.criticised books.
During' all the criticis7.,:
ed has with stood all critics,
in !Ls stories.

one phase of the reader presentwas tLe ,sod morale lessons

4o
VIII

SPECIAL YETEODS OF IKSTRUCTION

BORIS, RUTH L.

1932

A Comnarative Study of the Relati
ve Achievement of the Traininr
School and Eon -training' School Pl.)
:)ils.
31 P
Summary and

Conclusions

"As a result of this study it
ras found that the rrapils in
both the trainin, and non-trainin
schools are of average are,
intelligence, and educational sta
ndinr according to the type
of children and grades from viich
they were selected.
The pupils studied were of apn
roximtely the sa,-se ace,
Chronologically and mentally.
"The average of the educational quo
tients for the training
group is slightly higher than tha
t of the non-trainin7 :Troup;
therefore, the training grout has
a greater percent of D;:olls
who ranked above the standard in
educational acco77plish1ents."
RCEMZR, LS.- OLA SCLTLTZ
Snecific Traininr: as a Leans of
De7e1o7in7 Sne 144 c
in Reading.
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis is an exoerimental res
earch into the enecific
training as a r-leans of develo
oinc s-.Decific abilities
reaing. From the data presented
it is observed that z-rc.n A made
a significant gain over gro
up 3 durints the first per1-=,d
the
• experiment, when
spf-cific training was riven to Frc-7
WI- Pr
. the pro ps were rotated -rour
nade si;-nificant r-in=
brining the two gr,i.us to practi
cally ec-al fc,
-)res
e.. end of the second period of the
exneriment.

1933

23 P

41
conclusions favor th
e specific training
technique which
is etpecially effe
ctive in the lower
quarter group."
DAWS0, EURErA h,A
RGIS
1934
A Study of the Crit
ical Factors that
Affect the Achievemen
ts of
Protation Students
.
43 P
Summary and Conclusi
ons
"The purpose of
this study is to pr
esent the results of
an
investigation of th
e high school and co
llege records of the
six hundred students
who have been on pr
obation at the Wester
n
Kentuc4State Teache
rs College during th
e school years 1931.L
'32,
1932-'33, and 19$3-'
34; and, if possible
, to set up some stan
dads
by which these stud
ents may be 4ven th
e ad -ice and guidance
that will best serv
e them in their prep
aration for life.
"The conclusions ar
e many and are trea
tments of the data
statistically, anal
ytically, and compar
atively:
FaED LEE
1934
The Efficionev of La
boratorv•Work in Ge
ogranhv.
23 P
Summary and Conclusi
ons
"It costs more to
teach a student one
hour in the laborato
ry
than it does one ho
ur in recitation. Th
is higher. cost_is
due_
chiefly to the greate
r amount of sunplies
required in laboratory
work, and also to th
e smaller classes in
creased floor space
demanded.
"Li

""'he •cost depends
to a great extent up
on the method used in
the instruction of
la:;oratory work. Du
rina tl..
, e.past few years
a number of experi
ments have been carr
ied on with the p-r2
ose
of studyinc the re
lative -merits of cert
ain methods cf inst
mmtion.
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"The general conclusions reached here are that the lecture
demonstration proceedure is slightly more desirable:
19Z4

FRANCIS, ROBERT J.
A Comparative Study, of the Athlete and Non-athlete in the De-

partment of Physical, Education at Western Kentucky State Teachers
College.37P
-Preface
It is the purpose of this study to get a true representation of the athlete and non-athlete group in the Department of
liealth and Phusical Lducation at 'estern Kentucky State Teachers
Colleze.

Statistical data has been used from nearly every

available source in this institution; thus riving a neutral
picture of the two arons without being partial to any cne
field of accomplishment.
The reneral conclusion shows the athlete to excel physically
and physiologically than the non-athlete, but to be much more
unstable in scheduled courses as shown by the percent of drops,
failures, and probations."
1935
_
Renedial l'_easures Sugcested by a Diernosis of the Eighth Grade
CI-LANEY, CAEL J.

Tects in Wcrren .aonty Schools.

69 P

Preface
It is the ?rime motive of this study to present an unbiased
Picture of achievement of eighth grade nupils in the public
schools of Warren County, Kentucky, for the 7ears 1234 and
1935 and to recommend remed:Ia1 measures for tead.tinG in tAtesa
schools.

The data has been treated with a strict re.zarC. for

statistical proceedures so that no prejudice on the part of the
writer nigl,t in 4"lue-,ce te

4
"It is felt that this study is valid and authentic in so far
as the limited number of cases (497) is concerned."
TANNER, MARY A.

1 9Z'

A Comnarative Stud-7 of the Kew-toe and Old-type Assirnment.
Conclusions
"Since there are always many valuable factors to be considered in an experimental study of this tyre, one needs to be reluctant in attempting to make sweepinr conclusions.

It is hirt2.17

probable however, that the data collected in this study would
warrant the statement of certain definite trends in making: assirnments which enable pupils to read and study more advanta7eollsly.
"The results of this work are concerned with comparative
progress as shoun by the tests made to cover the work.

Ko,

absolute statements can he made excent to say that the results
show a decided improvement in those usinr: the new-type assignment."
ELRLY, VERA KATERYN

192 3

A Pronosed Plan of Supervision For F-ethel rnments Collere remonstration Sc01.

60 P
Summary and Conclusions

" The writer believes that the contribution of this study
lies in the fact that it Is a record of sunervision-teacher,
student-teacher, and pupil acti7itles.*

Data such as is :provid-

ed wnuld furnish a base ur)on riiich to build a set of Inrceedures for the srner,
:isicr of other demonstration schools.
-2
'The answer to the question, ha,,e those tho- ha7e been associated-withthe supervision Frown professionally?

•

The reply is

44
in the affirnative."
RIGGS, EAZEL

1936

A Plan of 6u-.1ervision of the Paducah Schools.

93 P

SummAry
This thesis concerns a plan of supervision as a Pattern
for the Paducah Public Schools.

Mere are twenty-two units

including schools for the white and colored children in Paducah.
There has been continuo..18 supervision over these units, since
1924.

Four supervisors have served the city within that t4 re

and one supervisor acted in that capacity fcr ten years.
The study involves three main divisions which are;
A survey of the servisory plan in Paducah at the present

1.

time.
2.

zL proposed plan or supervision, and-

3.

Means of evaluation of the supervisory program.
1936

STAGYER, ELIZATETE ?LINE

A Contract Plan for Teaching .nerican Literature in Hioh Schools.
78 P
Summary and Conclusions
ft

:Govern!mg., ideas of this sty

ES

a whole are:

1. Adefinite provision for different levels of mastery.
An opportunity. for the individal pu1 to Place himself

2.

at the ,
:rade level t-nich he desires.
tI

nelen Parkhurst in her book on the Dalton o/an, states tat

the conditions of a good assi=ent are, that it should
- invariably rr'tten, n7'.t oral, clEarly expres5ef, an. desi7J-,ed
to show the ouoil v17at it is leadin57 up to.

In drawing it

'....um,_the teacher must loose the idea that seis preparinE a

45
What is needed is a plan
to be used by the
pupils as a -.1.:1Ce in the
ir attack upon parts of the
ir contract
job. A good e,siFr7ent
represents a look KV the who
le job
from the standpoint of the
pupil."
Plan for herse1f.

YeELWAIN, GEORGIA
1242
Ln Exnerimental Stud

of Leisure 1-:
7 eadinr- in the -"ghth Gra
de.
43 P

Summary and Conclusions

Illus.
This study was made with
an eiThth grade English cla
ss in
Washington Junior Eigh Sch
ool Paducah, Kentucky. Com
plete
records were obtained for
one hundred and thirty fiv
e pupils.
The class Ar,as divided int
o two groups, an exneri=en
tal
group and a control group.
Compete records were obtain
ed
for ninety g2Pils in the
experinental group and for
forty five
in the control group.
The time of the ex2erimen
t was seven months.
A-any conclsions are lis
ted and they generally fav
or controlled leisure reading
because it gives the pup
ils the inflYence
needed to choose the mat
erial according to his rea
ding ability.
EL:77IT:TT, FLO:H=1E
1942
Specific Vocabulary Stud'
as a ;.eans of increasinT
6Deed and
Comprehension in Readin
g.
54 P
Tables
S.ammary, Conclusions, and
Recommendations
The nroblem of this the
sis was to test the effect
of direct
vocat,171 cry trainin:- on
the readln aIl1t of !I
dents as :Ieasl:red by a sta
ndardized test in silent
eading.
?
,
The cleveloprent of an ade
quate neaninw vocabulary
on the part

of the Pupils, it was beli
eved, would increase th
e s:eed end
accuracy with v:1..ich th
ey read.

46

Vinile the difference
s in favor of the wo
rd study groups
-vas - small, they were
consistent enough to
indicate an advantage -for direct vocabula
ry study.
RUYAN, IRS. C3LIE
JAYLS
An Experiment in Teacl7inw
. Sitht Reed1nf7 by Sh
aped rotes.
Z3 r
Introduction
If The prose of this
study is to rake an at
tempt to apply
in the elementary .1,ed
es of the public sc
hoo2s the prnciples
of shaped notes with
the purpose of foster
ing sizht reading.
This problem was stud
ied experimentally fo
r one year and the
conclusions reached we
re not considered to
be of any satisfactory value because of
the difference of op
inions obtained fron
experts examining th
e data.
It was aareed genera
lly amona the experts
jud7inc.
. the data
that more informat
ion on the .1olupil's kn
owledge before the experiment was be -7un wa
s needed to draw a
final conclusion.tl

IX

VCCATIONAL

;ZANLAL

FITZ-HUCE, LILLIAN ALI:OND
A Survey of Commercial Education in the Pub
lic LiFh Schools
of Kentucky.

122 P

Preface
This study is not a coml:Ite survey of all
commercial education institutions in the state, but an app
roved, fair sample
study of the present status of commercia
l education in the
public scondary schools. General Summary
n. In the status study of commer
cial education in the public
hih schools of the state of
Kentucky from data collected of
January, February, and March
of the school year 1934-1935,
and the facts oresented by
written analysis of the result
:from charts, fi,Tures, and tab
les the follovinm conclusions are
summarized.
1.

The imoortance of commercial
education is emphasized by the
larme enrollment in commercia
l courses both in the larme and
small high schools in most of
the cities and counties thro
uls.•
out the state-about tvel'.:e in
all:
HARRI=ON, FAY BELL

1935
T7oeler17_tin -, El-,orthand., EusIne
2s Corresnondence and OffIce
mraininr in SccndLrl- Cools
and the reed for Correlati
on. 101 P
:ntr,OdlIction
W.,
It

--

is the

rJose of this t':- esis to show the
need for correlation of these Se2tE be:
ace t1-2e7 are so closely rel
ated.
Si=mary and Concluslon
"Table II shows the number and
oercentafT,e of 300 schools

48
starting type writin;. in each of the four ilioh school years.
The junior and sophomore years are the most popular.

Tho trend

now seems to be to the so;homores rather than the juniors as
the logical Place to start type writing.
"It is found in this study that many schools do not offer
a course in business Enn,lish but that the shorthand and type
writing, teachers are giving it."
CXTTON, JOSEPH O.

1936

The Development of the Commercial Curricula of the Teacher
Trainin7 Institutions.

55 P
Introduction

The purpose of this study is to trace the development of the
curricula for commercial teacher tra1nin7 in the United States
in order to discover its implications for the academic and:
profe7sional preparation of teacl-,ers of business subects.
Summary and Conclusions
Chapter VI is a very adequate account of what the present
business status in our schools offers the pupils.
Today the preparation of the teacher must include materials
and ideas viLlch will cot only give him asocial conception of
business and of business education but also

il1 enable h."-m to

Instruct his pupils into away of life In harmony with social
and economic conditions.
ELLIS, DCRI"Tiar L.

1936

The Stl:dert Wor77er on the gampses, of the Cclleres and Unlw..-rsl-

aa

ties of the =,o-.:th.

Talaes
"TL:s tIler:s Is a st-.) -7 or the reliizious

7resor:e_l

49
working on the campuses of southern colleges and universitle a.
It developes the history of this type of work from its late
beginning up to the present time.
A mere recognition in the increase in attendance at the
state educational institutions where the actual reli-ious training of students is limited would evieffest that-a .new field of
work -has been opened for the church;

A -careful study of the

situation -would reveal inumerable problems which reli toes
educators and interested collere administrators have been attempting to solve for many years.

minkat l- ic,

WAITER B.

10.33

Present "Practices and ,-ethods of Sl.lnervisin7 Teachers in Ind.-_:ctrial Arts.

39 P

Introduction
This study deals with the prc.ctices - An supervising student
teaching in industrial - artes as they are found in institutions
which offer courses in this subject. - It is the hope of the
writer that the information contained herein will be of some
balue to those who are surervising:student teachers-, in order
that they may be able to wanervise - them more effeiently and
effectively durinr-their earl- teaching- period.

-

The study includes approximately 40 per cent of the teacher
trainin

and other institutons in the United States offering

industrial arts.
NANCE, MATTIE k5T:STA
rentyckv Emer -enc7

1936
Lducati-onal t.amo

-6*TrIs.

7nemnlorl
41P

•••

50
Tables
Preface
"This thesIs is written with the intent
ion of tracing the
development of the youth problem in the
United States and also
to present the plan and work of the Kentuc
ky Emergency Relief
Administration Educational Camp at
Sulphur Well, Eentucky.
The future welfare of our country is det
ermined by the
training of its youth. The country nee
ds youth equipped with
course and competent to carry on. Une
mployed youth will loose
their skill and for -et the knowled:e the
y have secured whether
It be in Stenography, 1Zechanics, or Wed
icine."'
111T7ROC, LI
A Comnarison of the
Certification Standards
for Commercial
Teachers in the Different
States of the Union.

1936

59 P

Summary and Concluslons
In the material of the
foregoing chapters relati
ve to the
certification requireme
nts of the various sta
tes of the union
for high school com
mercial teach.ers the wri
ter found three
outstanding facts.
1.

There exist at the pre
sent L-:.me a reat amount
of•diversity
in the requirements for
certification in the variou
s states,
2. There is a tendency
towsrd uniformity in the
case of s-oecific
requirements,and3.

There is a 7enera1 1:n
wirinrness on the part
of many states
to reeoqmize eq7zivalt:.n
ts or training recieved
in other states.
The problem of reco:r
nition of certificates -f
rom other states
may in different deTree
s be-reFarded as uns
olved."
5TI=3, C.LRLOS CI,RY
1936

1.."••••

;ommercial Teaohersccal 3usiness Currict,la For the Traininr of ,

Preface
It is not the purpose of this study to include all teachertraining institutions offering commercial subjects in their
curricula, neither is there any attempt to include all institutions granting degrees in business education; but it is an
approved, fair sample study of current practice in social
business curricula for the training of commercial teachers.
DUPIN, FUBERT

194Z-

Saftty in the School Shop.,
•
Introduction

70

The nurpose of this study is to locate some of the existing
problems of safety in the shop and remedy them by furnishing
some means which the teacher may use in presenting a safety
pro7ram in the school shoo.

Too many shop teachers have not

realized the importance of safety, therefore, they have not
or7anized their proaram on s safe basis.
Su7.mary and Conclusions
Throurzh a study of liability for accIdents, it. was found
that those concerned with administering education are being
used more frequently and that the final responsibility rests
on the teacher.

Therefore, it was concluded that there should

be insurance protection for the individual teacher and the
board of education.

It was also fond that liability could be

,ts, safet -first card4
greatly reduced by rroper use of perm4
proficiency cards, and safeby certificates.

elm
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CRUTER, i..03ERT ?h=LIN

1932

TI-In Career of 2dTard V.rd Carmack and Thea000er-Sarn Trial.
122 P
Introduction
"The subject of this thesis wLs su7rested to the writer in
October, 13l, by the history department of Western Kentucky
State Teachers College.
";hen much of the material hyd been located and examined,
it was clearly seen that the material in the field could
be
grouped under two Leads, and given this title, "Career of Edward
Ward Carmack and the cooper-Sharp Trial."
"It is the aim of the writer to give a c..00d h4 storica1 accaant
of Carmackis life and the stormy times in Tennessee surroundin7 his deathr
GAT-177ER, L.RY D.

1932

Alan See-er and so-ce Kilmer, Arnerican V:orld War Poets.

106 P

This t::
- esis discusses the lives and poetic works of America's
World War Poets.
It tells of the li,
ces of two of these poets and of their
attainin7 Treatness on the battle fields.

The first Dart tends

its thou7ht to Alan Seefrer and part two is .on the now
famous
Joyce Kilmer.

The aopendix lists other Anerican World War

poets.
t is very easy readin77 and c,-.1ite detailed in its treatment of the two poets, See7or
RE7:37.,LS, WALT3:

• 1,

KIlmer.
1932

E3
The On -in, Develop=ent, and Present Status of Count

Goverr-

ment in Kentucky.
Preface
:estir.,ate the ori;rin
" It is the puroose of this study to in,
_
.
government and to give
county
present
our
and development of
to present
the essentials of the present status. It is intended
-r
the ada.brief_outline history of the arowth and charv,:es in
days of the
minstrative organization of the county from the
of the
Shire and the Norman Invasion of England to the reign
7overnment
Stuarts; and then to transplant that form of local
_
l ames River, and there watch
into the forested wastes of the'
it adopt itself to the frontier environment of the new world.
In the process of adoptation it. brouitt forth a new form of
ed across the
government just about the time its people sur,
mountaln wall.

The chan7es resulting from the new type of

local govnational government and the reactions expressed in
social factors
ernaent_legis7 ation, as dAfferent economic and
breifly as
played upon the early hentuckians, will be noted
i
*4
,:. .1;
7

author brings the study to the present time."
SMITE, IRS. LYDIA PK

1932
--.:

.

P
.
.
Lyon cititen,
f_"This thesis is a historical account of 1-atthew
_ he was ever a
statesman, and writer of political literature.
-Latthew Lyon in Kentucky._

n; yet 1--!e er
-crusader Tor,territcrial and industrial exoanrio
rf.hts of
-stood_on.posed to encroattnents u?on or ase of the
the -people.
tt

rear
katthew Lyon w-s born in M..edow c=nt7,Ireld,

.Dutlia, July 12, 1749.

Beginninz with this date the history
_

54
- to the end of his productive
,h
of Lyon is developed ri7ht thro.
life."
1233

Ln

EIS,

Lanks:
Nancy Houston =-

39 P

Lier Life and Works.

.-entuckyls own literary
This thesis is a bio7raphy of one of ,
writes.

These are the writers we seldom read of or s0_?-,ut,

but they are the writers throuEh whose pens one may see a realistic picture of.Kent-,:ckyls life, people, customs, and history.
1933

NEAL, JULIA
LUC7 Furman

55

Life and 7:orks.

P

Preface
"The. -reatPr Pant of the material used in the fo1lowin7
study has been obtained directly from Miss Furman and from
her relatives and segraintances.

It will not be possible to

relate all the sources of materiel here.
"The n-reatest amount of the material used came from lass
F:;rrnan by interview.
"She belon7s to the 1 -, list of literary writers

entucky

has produoed.
is

thesis ti-cats her efr:17- years,:herL.11tsrary_bezinninzs,

touches on her mountain novels, short stories and articles,
and closes with later years and tributes paid to th's Kentucky
lady of literary
TAITOR,
Tennessee
T.te n-esent

Ilus."
1933

"OliTOTT

143 P

- er.
sc9ssion and Feces:.-tr-r.t l
intenc3eff_. as a s

an

conditions In Tennessee durin: the tfecaele from 1E1C. to 1-f-370
When the entire nation was torn by sectional strife, racial .

55
anta:onisris and economic and
social disorder.
This discussion is divided int
o five
in chapters beginning
with secession and conflict
as the first events discussed.
Then followinE v:ith chapters
on Andrew Johnson and Military
Government, Bromnlow and the
Radicals and Federal reconstruction in that order. The last cha
pter discusses post-war Tennessee
.
TAYLOR, RUBY JOE
197.3
Robert T. Breckinridge: Vie
ws on Slavery. and Emancipation.
96 P
Preface
It is the primary purpose of
this thesis to resurrect the
ideals, hopes, and theories
on accomplishments of a man whose
active year parallel the sto
rmy and provocative yearsof sla
very.
It is desired in the resuscita
tion of these events to connect
them properly with the con
tempory - features of the slavery per
iod."
This thesis is a biography - of
Robert T. Breckinridge as
a colonizationist, as an ema
ncipationist, and as a unionist
which is discussed in rapid
logic in the three event filled
chapters.
BRJ-..itE, T. R03=
1934
The Orig.in of the Virc7in1a Pla
ntation in American Literature.
59 P
- .Introduction
The purpose of this thes4 s Is tod
iscover whether the plantation pictured in southern lit
erature is a true picture of
the life of the time or an ide
al one. Swallow Barn is the cho
sen
plantation in .this discussion.
Conclusion
From the evidence presented

4

3-

wpuld seem that the Sy:allow

3arn Plantation belonEed 1n7the cla
ss of smaller plantations,

56
which had not more than

,0(X) acres of land and 200 servants.

"The number of slaves on the Tidewater
greatly exa[7erated.

Plantations has been

On very few did the number run over 250

slaves to the plantation.
After a lon;1-,, though not e:rhaustive study of the material
available, the writer concluded Swallow Earn to be a middleclass plantation."
RLLIS, LEKA

coLLIrs

1934
37 P

Alice iler:an Rice.

This is a biograshy of one of lientuc1771 s r.ost noted novelists.
The thesis needs no futher explanation than to mention the fact
that Ali c6 'egan :ace is the

ELLs1,
1 howe-,Ter,

arthur of 3:_rs V.irrs of the Cabbat7e

she has rritten so many other novels and short

stores of equal or superior literary value it is s-.J.7,ested
that this thesis for details of the best rublicized of her
fine writings,
be used as a reference.
_
lehnRY, ROBRT

1934

_
Early, Literary 1:apazines in sentuckv.

S P

This thesis is a history of a century of Kentucky Magazines
Literature and .a very etensive study of the hIstory of magazine literature in Kentucky from 1800 to 19l0.
JOITES, .FLORA MA?

1934

John C. Fee and Berea College..

71 P

A-bio7raphy and historical sketch cf the development of
Berea Collee.
1934

-KAHY,JULIUS-vTE

se

:The -Career of .117iar: 7.
Preface

P

57
It is the primary -1rpose of this thesis.to recount the
ideals, hones and accomplishments, and failure of a man whose
treat desire and ambitions in life were to serve his country,
not forqettinef to crave the honor generally present with real
leadership.
This thesis is the biography of Barry's life rritten in
six chapters.
Namely:
I
II
III
IV
V

Barry's Early Life.
Public Life and the Whirl of Politics.
After-war Problems and Relief Legislation.
Rerilacing the 1,ew Conent and Further Strife.
Changes of Mismanarment, Resir7nation from the Cabinet,

and Death.
SHIRLEY, MRS. V. E.
Isaac Shelby, Pioneer

1234
Soldier

Statesnan.

30 P
Plates

Preiface
The Purpose of, this study is to find
the hidden facts of a
man -who has.done much to illuminate
Kentucky's greatness and
glory.
This is done under five -headings;
Pioneer, Soldier in •t!-_e
Three Wars, Twice Governor of
Kentucky, Statesman and Diplomat,
and Family affairs and the 'End of a
great Life.
14.14 s theas is or both Illstcr!.ca:t
and blerra-_•2-7ical vale in
Its trertnent of the 1!..re of Isaac
Shelby.
ASH27,

LEO
1935

Alexander Ca nbell in lentcirr.

118 P

58
This thesis is a biocraphy.of a transplanted Irish subject.

it

relates his early life as the son of a minister and teacher,

and thence into the life, he himself was to carve in the New

world

as a lecturer, hymn writer and Missionary in Kentucky.

BARNES, MRS. A=IE SCOTT
Edward Ecplestan:

1935

Sources and Backrround of his "iZovels.

131 P

A biographic treatment .of the life of this novelist and a
discussion of several of his best known works.
•

It gives a brief insight into the back7rcund of Eg71estan's

writings.

Two of the novels discussed are The

oosier School Easter

and The Circuit Rider.
He.was a writer that sacrificed - plots for the sake cf the
predominating element in the novels.
IVEY, MRS. BESSIE ERISTER

1935

The KentuekY Novels of Jimes Lane Allen.

66 P

This thesis is a study -of-the novelist James Lane Allen and
his contributions to Kentucki literature.
event by event English.

It is -written in

It is not a true tioi7raphy of this

.writer -but rather a sketchy history of his life and writings.
1935
rent1;.c1717 Literary Ma7azines -Since 1900.

38 P

- Preface
- w Since this study is concerned with the magazines of Kentucky
since 19 O, the material used is primarily oririnal, that is
the magazines themselves.
following publications

Practicall7 ever-y nueNer of the

as available for minute study.

The Kertu17-7 Folk-lbre and Poetry it:azazine, Letters
The 77e=-Ister of the'Kentuckv State 1-literics1 So:rletY
Kent/icl:-Y

41.

and

59
Mese are all discussed in five brief
but intere5:ting chapters
in this tYess.
CEISEOL, i.LLY L.
Steal- en Co11in

19:36

Foster and his -;o1k-sonrs.

66 P
Illus.

Introduction
Every American knows some of Stephen
Collins Foster's songs,
but not everyone who sings 'Old Folk
s at Home" realize that it
was he vhr) wrote these songs. Of
the two hundred songs and
compositions which Foster p-.:,blished, at
least fifteen are consiAnhely sung. ''ince these songs voce emot
ions which are fundamental to mankind they have become more
important than the composer
himself. For this reason they may be
called folk s-,ngs and
because they voice so truely the spir
it of America, America is
favored to claim them as her own.
The title of this thesis aptly describe
s the objective of
the work namely to present the life of
the man as a key to his
work.
CLA7-.7.E, MITCHELL

1936

The History of the Early Theatre in
Kentucky.

60 P

Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to make
a study of the pioneer
theatre in the early days of Tentucky
with emphisis laid on
theatrical life in Lexinc-ton, Frankfor
t, and Louisville.
.is study discusses the attitude towa
rd the theatre before
ltK:, Amateur theatricals,-the ear2
lest professional companies,
the Drake Company, other professional
comnanies interestinq
en7a7ements and -players, and -some feat
ures of the- ear17 theatre
in as many well written chapters."

60
DALTON - _ALleORD PAUL

1926

E1iza'-ots7en Left-o7ers in Allen County.

52 P

This thesis is a study of Elizabethan influences, mainly
in language and graTmar, still to be found in Allen county, Kentucky.
•
It takes within its scope the history of the people ad the
source of their emigration, which was mainly Err:land' -Scotland,
and Ireland, during the Shakespearean era, the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.

The relationship of the two methods of

speach were compared.
DICEY, JOHN ED.ARD

1936

1entu61-77 in the Elect:en of 1898.

142 P

Preface
"The story of the election of 1896 and the part played 1.7
Kentucky in that

reat conflict offers no /*pulled, so far as

interest •in_a rational election is concerned, in the anals of the
political history of the -state.

Perhaps in no other nation-

wide campai7n did both 7entucky's leadrs and her citizens as
mmll take such.an active and intensive part.
"Those facts that best tell the history of the election of
1696 and at the sane time give a cross section of the

o1itical

and economic life of hentucy on the eve of and durin7 thatstru=gle."
EDY3RDS, FLORENOE

1936

Thomas Elliott 'Bramilette.

57 P

This therz,s Is the blor-rahy of the orator and states=r1n
Thomas Elliott- Eramlette.':-.
^The period.mort interestin- to historians - is- the life of

6].
this man as governor of Kentucky during the,time of the Civil
Var.

HI2SINS, S::ILA !!:cKLNZIE

1936

Twentieth Century Negro Poets.

62 P

Introduction
"Accordin7 to Mathew Arnold, an open mind is one of the chief
essentials for true literary criticism.

One is impressed by

the truthfulness of this statement when he seeks to evaluate
ne7ro poetry.
"The tern, nerve noetry, has several interpretations.

In

its most reneral sense, the one in which it is used in this
paper, it means poetry written by nerroes on any subject.
In a more rectricted sense it refers to poetry that contains
allusions, rh7thms, and sentiments and ideas more or less Ileculiar to the ne7ro.
"An honest attempt has been -made in this paper to judse
rairly the ne-ro 'poetry of the twentieth - century."
LAE, KEN= F.

19$6

Amos 4rda11 in Kentucky.

98 P

- Preface
./iTn the w-e4 ttAn7 of this thesii-I have endeavored chiefly
to depict the character and public works of.Amos Kendall in
Lentucky... In so doing, .it has been=y_purnose to.rive the reader
some concention of the imnortant political questions of the
time and the re]atl-,n of Kendall to the'-.

is life

WPF:

P_'ne of

bitter controvers4ec, cf hunilir-tins defeats fo:lowed by brilliant victcrieF, and towards the end, whether rood or tad, has
been little understood or ap7reciated;-and it is my sincere

•

•
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desire that this limited study of his
career.may stimulate those
who read it to investi7ate further the
activities of this marl.
"
LOCSDON, KAT:MINE
1936
Irvi
n S. Cobb, and Las Judpe Priest Stor
ies.
37 P
This thesis is as the title implies,
a historical and bibgraphical study of the writer and humo
rist Irvin S. Cobb.
Irvin Cobb's stories of Judge Priest
and his people get
at the very essence of daily life in the
re0.on 7 south of the Ohio
river. The stories are worthwhile.
They reveal the temperament of real American people. Judg
e Priest is a lovable character and the stories are filled
with unforced humour and with
real sympathy.
SHUTT, KARY JAMES

1936

Young Ewing Allison.

47 p

T.his thesis is a biography of Young Ewin
g Allison.

It.
discusses his early life, his insuranc
e writing and some of
the books he wrote and.p-ablished
during the years followinF the
Civil War.
In conclusion the com2liation and
p'.7.blic editing of Allison's
writings are excellent proof of the
value of his writings and
seem a most fitting memorial to
neroetuate,his memory. TUBERVILLZ,
1936
Enclish Hymns and E7tin Writers of the
Eichteenth Century.
71 P
Preface
The purpose of this stud- is to trea
t the English 1'7mns
and h7:77n writers of the ci,7-shteenth
centur:.
?Lis is done so under three chapters.
1.

Eic.hteenth Century Eymns in Ten Y.odern
tr.

2.

Snace Devoted to

63
icteenth Centvr7 Eymns in Ten Modern

117mnals.
3.

Number of Writers and Number of Hymns
by Decades.

WILSON, 31,..DvS

1936

Annie Fellows Johnston and the Little Colo
nel Eooks.
Preface
The purpose of this thesis is to st ,dy
the orif-inal backaround and influences of the Little Colo
nel stories, their wide
nonularity and the criticisms made by
friends and critics.
In my research work it soon became evident
that irs. Johnston's
own life and obersvations played too grea
t a part in her books
to be omitted; so two full chapters of
her life have preceeded
the study of the series.
ft

Mere is very little original interpretati
on of her works,
but I have endeavored to collect all the
available material
concerning the authors life, and the ori6:
in, form Popularity,
criticism and influence of the Little
Colcnel books'
1AT5D2
Herrick and his
Eotert 7:errick

1236
orotion Influence.
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christian priest and Pagan

saint or Meglish literature, r.T.s in evr,ry
sense a live Horatian.
Thouch rerricl: was steeped in Fo:flan RItuals,
customs and beliefs
throur,h the knowled:e of other Latin writ
ers as well, it ras
for the most part the words of Horace that
he echoed ar7ain and
a7ain. He reb.3.cked all ac-csatiens of
:is havin s4- olen any
v .-rsF7-c. It is true t - t many times
he ae=7:7 7 e:i.eed his ir.C:chteness by the use of italicr, and at tine
s he stated hns
thorlty.1:e even went so far as to evok
e the aid of Forace

as well as that of JOnson.

But it would Lia7Ye been an impossi-

bility for Lerrick to acknowleth,e all
his indetedness to Horace,
11
for it seers that he had the "Odes" by =cr
y.
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XI

UNCLASSIFIED

ALLEN, CEARLES ROBERT

1933

A Study, of the Tolerance of Certain Soecies of Fishes for Low
Dissolved Oxygen and Increased Carbondioxide Concentrations.

16 P

Introduction
It was the purpose of this study to determhke the lowest
concentration of dissolved oxygen that will support certain
species of fishes and, also, the lethal effects resulting from
increased carbondioxide tension as determined under carefully
controlled laboratory conditions.
The su7mary gives data enouth for all practical prrposes
an the lethal Point for any species studied. However, it is
•
presented as not being- obtained under the most desirably controlled laboratory conditions."
DAVIS, S. BE7IRLY

1933

Early State Bankinr- in Fentuckv 1802-1330.

66 P

IntrOductIon
"It is the n-rDose of this study to examine the
early state
chartered banks of Kentucky; their creation,
career, and dissolution.

To do tis it - will be necessary to survey the
period

of Kentucky history from 1302, rthen the Kente:y
Insurance
Company was awarded its charter by the len.islature
and granted
bankin- powers, to about 1830, 17.:
,en all Dre7i:Yas17 Ohartsred state bans had become non-existent or were in
the'proceso of

"7h*r.our'rl^ut this nerioel It wIll be necessary
to notice the
major political trend, events, adpv.oblen-.
"Acts of the Kentucky Legislature 1802-133D relative
to

66

banking are listed by subject In app
endix I."
JAMCSON, JOHN STERLI7G

-1933
Fishes of the jamnoth Cave Region
it ore71minary sl,rve7).
The purpose of this survey was to mak
e a species and ecological study of the fishes of
the i:ammoth Cave Ref-Jon.
" A -study was made of the specie dis
s
trib,)tion as affected
by altitude; the type of water, i.e
., whether the water was
a river, a lake, a pond, or a sin
k; and the type of current,
i.e„ whether a rapidly moving str
eam, a stream of moderate
movement,- a still bst clear bod
y of water, or stagnant water.
"A total of sixty-three epecie
s of fishes belonging to eighteen
-different families were found
in the 1:ammoth Cave Region.
This study discusses in detail
the fishes of the re -rion."
WALKER, SHE2PARD H.
The Relation of the
Native Forest Cover to
tie Ph-sical and
rrtical -at-re of the
Soils of L:annoth Cave
-'•ational ;
)
ark
Area.

1933

16 P
Tables
S.

Introduction

The study was sug
7ested by certain ref
erences in the literature to a correl
ation existinr between
forest cover and the
geological, chemical,
and physcal nature of
soils of this area.
The distribution of
species of trees and of
the soils derived from the
:7,eo1ozica1 formations was
also deternined.
ft
The results obtain
ed frsm the chemical
analysis of the soils
of the !:aoth C.:a
ye 1 ationa1 ark are
a for acidity and
reolaseable base content
shor a close correlati
on brtween native
forest
cover and the che
mical nature of te
soils:
Y3:LA:S, WILLI;d: B217
'. N
.IO
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*P111!cales of the ;7ammoth De7e 1"e'!ion.

29 P

Introduction
tf

The :
1- -.:,
-oose of this investi ation was to determine the

diLtribtuion of each species of ferns with re7ard to the geologic
strata, altitude, and temperat,Ire and moisture relationships.
A systematic clasification

was made of all species of ferns

found in the refTion.
It

Twenty-one snecies of ferns were found in the Wammoth Cave

Rerfion, of this number onl: se'-ern were f=d in sufficient
quantity to be considered co=on.
z-rom the study of the habitat of each species it Is aparent
that the ir,portant factors liriliting their 7rowth are soil
reaction an

moist-Ire and temeratre conditions."

_PE7,7TRESS, II= E.

1934

SuoerstItions of Grayson Count7.

144 P

Summary
Fol-lore ,-ives us an easy understandnr7 and sympathy with
those with who-, we come in contact.

_Their suoerstitions ideas

!nicht be grouped under many headings other than the ones presented by the author.

these--vere the princ'pc.1 group-

ings found In this section of the country.

In the chacteron

weather s'7rs, the author has listed two hu--,dred and fiftyto 7r-valent ideas or beliefs.
"Me beliefs retarding lo-e, marriaze, and death are of
s-.1nre-re inter..Ft and importance to the student of lore.
E'ellefs ecr.".ernir.- dress aff: t're hryran body are fa4 r17 well
distriuted.
"Ct'-e'e belief's discussed are rood and bad lick beliefs which

63

are universally distributed."
':ILA', =DORE RAI-SH

1934

The bottom Pa,
:na of Dra7:es Creek

a Z.1,7ntitative and ,Clunlita-.

tl-e Stud.
Tables
Introduction
"An ecolorl_cal study of the inv
ertebrate animal forms exelusive of microscopic forms fou
nd in the waters of Drakes Creek
in Warren Co,mty, Kentucky was
undertaken for the purpose of
determining both the nature
and the amount of invertebrate
animal life ftund in these
waters.
I.

he Kentucky fish and came co-missi
on has made several
plantings of .1"-am
.
e fish in the raters studied. In
view of the
failure of the fish to propa7
ate oroperly in these waters, it
was believed that food mirl
it be a limiting factor in the pyo
'paz7ation of fishes in these
watcrs. An ecoloical study was
therefore made of the invert
ebrate animal forms exclusive of
the
microscopic animals found in
these waters at different denths
and under different physical
conditions.
"This study presents the conclu
sive evidence that the lack
of sufficient food for came
fish in these waters causes their
slow orona7ation."
MUTCELE7., FRED rEFRIT
1931
The Algae of a Transient
kake in Kentuc177.

23

Introduction
"The present taxonomical stu
dy was under tal:en with the
view of - obtainin7 additi
onal information on 1:!-Ie occurrenc
e and
ldistribtxtion•of LlFae in Ken
tucky.

P

"The transient lake
69
from which the collecti
ons were taken
is located in southern
Warren•county approxim
ately ten miles
south of 3ow1in.7 Green,
14ntuc17. It lies on
both rides of the
Trinity Pike just south
of the villace-of Rich
Pond.
"The study was made ov
er a considerable peri
od of time in
order. to .allow for ra
infall -conditions."
ORR,AMS. XE7NIE YILL
ER
1934
Studies on a Cave Fish
of Uncertain Classifi
cation.
29 P
Su--Tmar7
"This study was made
for the purpose of de
termining more
*definitely some import
ant facts concerninc
this species of cave
fish. The points of
mreatest importance co
nsidered in this
investif-ation were; th
e habitat and environm
ental relations
the food, internal and
external characterist
ics a comnarative
study of the eye, and
its reactions under so
me different environmental conditio
ns.
"After accurate measur
ements careful in coun
ts, and an
internal study was made
, it was found that th
is s-:+ecies does
not conform exactly to
the descrirtions of an
y cave fish de,
scribed in the literatu
re.
bweer, it connares
more nearly
to Fbrbesichthys pani
llifera recorded by
Jordan in his manual
of the vertebrates."
WESTERFIEL.D, =27-1T
Bacteria and Fitrate
Yit1-0:7-en content of th
e Water of Farren
Plver.

1934

P
S=mary
"A quantat4 ve strdy of
bacteria and the nitroenous c.ompounds
of Barren River. in Ware
en•Go-rnty, lentud777 wan
undr te:en

...poop.-

r0
to determine the relation betwee
n the number of bacteria and t he
amount of nitrate nitroPen fond.
Nitro7en determinations and
bacteriolo,jcal examinations
with few exceptions, were made by
the methods outlined in the Sta
ndard ::ethods of ater Analysis.
MSLEY, WILL= 3.
1935
A comnarative i.sto1oical Stu
dy of the i.ves of Certain Cave
Animals.
Summa,,y
ft

The purpose of t?- is study was
to make a histo1o7ical comparison of the eyes of certain cav
e anirnals and of related normal
species and in this manner to
observe the evidences of degene
ration in the fo-7:er.
a
It is found that the degenerat
ion of the eye of Hadenoecus
.) resulted in a reduction of the
size of the eye, a decrease
in the number of ommatidia wit
h an increase in the size of:ea
ch,
and in very &nse pigmentation
of the eye, while Cambaf-us Del
lercidus the cl:tcle has become
thickened and chitinized, shutout the lit, and the ommatidia
have Ev)parent17 coalesced
forucinF inseparable and indist
in7u1shable bodies, EaCh spe
cies
found is similarily described"
.

azaTK7,-DL

1035

The Phaeao7rams of Western 1ents.2c
lry State Teachers Colle:re %

31 P

Summary
" This st::rly was under taken for
the purpose of malanz a
. _
scientific classificatIon of
the flowerin;-: Plants of the cam
pus
of ';:e.stern Hent170 ,
7 State Teachers Colle7e.
The st7.(177 covers the plantstha
t flowered durin7
Aril, a7, an June, 1935.

"Of the 14 families of Arvriospern listed by (ray, Scho
ol

71

and ile2d 3otenv, seventy-one (incl.:ding 3ramineae) are repr
esented on the campus.

Of the two families of Gymnosperms, species

representing the coniferae were found.
•The compositae family contains the createst number
of species;
the Leguminosae and Liliaceae Pals second.
•The plants on the campus are concluded to
be hardy rather
than rare.
SCOTT, GLEN TEOEAS

1'335

A Comparative Pollution Study of the
Domestic Water Supply of
Warren County, Kentucky.

21 P

Summary
The relative pollution study of the
domestic water supply
of Warren county revealed a very
high percentage of pollution,
fifty-six per cent of the supply
received direct sewa'e cc:-4tamination. The springs showed a hich
er per cent sewaze pollution than the wells. The corparis
on of the pollution in the
sandstone and limestone, proved that
geoloTical formation had
a great deal of influence on the
ground water.
The wells and s7.rin7s of the lime
stone area showed sixtyfive per cent sewaE-e pollution as
compared with the 33 per
TI
cent sewaire 1-;ilution of the sandston
e area.
WOOD, KE::77ET:i PROCTOR
1935
The Solution of Ors-1nar-7 and .*Pr
tial
Ecnaticns
in Series.
51 P
Introdu.ction
purpose of this thesis is to co=n
ile and disc:
- ss sone
of the methods of solution of both
ordinary and partial dif-

72
ferential equations, whose solution are ex-ressible in the form
of a series.

An exhaustive st-Idy is not attempted.

A few of

.the methods of most common occurrence for findin7 solutions
in series are discussed and examples illustrating these methods
are presented."
HALE, JOSEPH FLEXNER

1936

The Effects of Vitamins "A" and "D" Deficient Diets on Crayfish.
10 P
Plate
Summary

Tables

"This investigation was undertaken for the p-)roose of determinF the effects of vitamin "A"
and "D" deficient diets
on crayfish.
"It was found in the specimen
s fed on a vitamin "A" deficient diet that a pronounced
lack of growth resulted and in some
cases loss of weight was reco
rded.
specimens on tbe vitamin "A" comp
lete diet had an agreFate increase in 7rowtli of
2.1 grams in contrast to an aggrec-ate loss of .6 grams in spec
imens on a vitamin "A" deficien
t
diet.
"The

"The results from t!-.e experime
nts of the effect of vitamin
on the metabolism of crayfish
, were not su.'ficiently pronounced to warrant defte
conclusions..

am, MARY roxA
1 936
Water Relations to the .3-er
ninf,tIon of 7ea ' 70.
Sumrary
The amount of grorth as well
as the Fnc,
:nt of water asorbed
by the 'dormant seeds of Zea
Ways derends upon 1La the quan
tity

73
filter
le
use,
of water applied to seeds, (b) the water absorbent
paper, cotton, soil, etc., and (c) chemicals in solution in
tfie rater supplied to seeds.
"2.

At room temperature and with a suitable water atsorbent there

appears to be a definite minimum and maximum amount of xAter
which will induce germination of the seeds of Zea Mays.
Sugar a non-ionizing substance, shows less tendency to
cause plasmolysis and to prevent gennination than K N 03, an
Ionizing chemical.

4.

When germination is materially reduced due to the presence

of a salt, this condition is apparently due • to a lack of sufficient water rather than any toxic effect of the salt.
"Other conditions discussed are of the relative factors
involved in Zea Mays zermination."
MAJOR,- JAMES YIDDLETON

1936

Seasonal Variations of the Pirrrent Content of Acer Saccharum
and Tilia Americana.

17 13
Tables
Summary

"The lefr!es of the Tina Americana have a much higher chletrophyll content than the leaves of the Ace:' sacCharum.
"There ic a definite decline in the chlorophyll content of
both types of leaves.
"The leaves of the acer sencharum have relativc17 a hicher
csrotinoid

content than the lec,7er of te Tilia Amcricanft.

'There is no definIte decline in the carctinoid car:tent at
the leaves of eitl.er the Tilia Amer:cana or the Boer saccharum.
Aoparent17, the temperatLre, relative humidity, rainfall, and

•Or
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water content of the soil had
no effect on the chlorophy
ll and
carotinoid content of the
leaves.
WADE, MRS. CHLOE (JAMES
)
1936
The choral Speabing Moveme
nt.
66 P
This is a study of the choral
speaking movement and is
written in five chapters.
Chapter one the introductory
chapter defines the movement
and gives a brief review of
the principles to be observ
ed in
this type of instruction.
Mapter twig civea the histor
y of the movement.
Chapter three reviews the lit
erature on the subject.
Chapter four is on the techni
ques involved in this type
of reading.
Chapter five is the evaluatto
n of the prOrram based upo
n
the experimental group use
•
d in making the study.
WEL7ORN, HAROLD EZZEIL
1936
Pio,ment Mirration of the Eye
of Forbesich7-ths Papillefe
rus.

23 P

Tables
Summary

Illus.

"This study was made for the pur
pose of deternsome
facts concerning pi7ment migrat
ion in the eye of forbesich
thys
papilleferus.
"The three major points with
which these investications
were concerned are; (1) te
rate at which the pent mic
-rates
from the stratum pnents int
o the layer of rods and cones
%hen
excocce to sun1i7ht; f2) the
rate at vh 1 0.-: the ri7rer- t mrrtes
from the rtrati;n1 pi.,:rent int
o the 1c7cr of rods and cones
ecaa
exnoscd to artif5cial litYt;
aria (2) the rate of the revers
e

75
process or the rate of migration of pigment back into the stratum
pigmenti from the layer of rods and cones after light is excluded."
•

Six conclusions were listed after completing these phases

of the study based on the results obtained in the experiment.
THOMPSON, KELLY

1943

Athletics at Western.

93 P
Tables
Introduction

The main purpose of this- study has been to compile a recorf,
as nearly complete as possible, of the results of intt colligiate athletic contests in which teams representing Western
Kentucky State Teachers College and its
predecessor,:Western
Kentucky State rormal School, have participated.
11

The records as printed here in range from
the fate of
Western's first participation ih an
intercolleziate athletic
contest to the present time and lack but
very little of being
complete. Where it has been 'impossible to
discover missir,er
bits of verifable information the indicat
ion has been made by
blankin7 in the spates."

4

-c 4, • '.--

:Ala*
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